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Under a suitable assumption on the potential energy V, we prove the existence 
of a homoclinic orbit of the equation D,(x’(t)) + grad V(x(t)) = 0, x o M, where M 
is a compact Riemannian manifold. 
Our assumption is satisfied, for instance, if the function V has a unique non- 
degenerate maximum point. T 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the existence of homoclinic orbits for a classical 
mechanical system constrained on a compact manifold. 
Let &’ be a regular Riemannian manifold. We consider the differential 
equation 
D,(x’(t)) + grad V(x(t)) = 0, (1.1) 
where VE C*(JZ, [w), x’ is the derivative of the curve x(t), and D,(x’) is the 
covariant derivative of x’. 
(1.2) DEFINITION. A homoclinic orbit is a nonconstant curve solving 
(1.1) such that 
lim x(t) = lim x(t) =x0 ,+-cc I+ +s 
lim Y(t)= lim x’(t)=O. 
r--1 x I--+ +m 
Note that x0 needs to be a critical point of V. 
In order to state our result of this paper we need the following. 
* Work supported by MPI and GNAFA. 
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(1.3) Notation. If W is a function of class C2 on A, XE A and 
UE T,(d).’ We set 
fJw(X)C~l =g (W~(t))l,=cl> 
where y is a geodesic on ~2’ (i.e., D,(y’( t)) E 0) defined in a neighbourhood 
of t = 0 and such that y(O) =x, y’(O) = o. 
(1.4) THEOREM. Let ~2’ be a compact Riemannian manifold of class C2, 
VE C’(J&‘, Iw), and x,, the only maximum point of V. Assume that 
3p,>o: Hy(x)[u] 60 Vx: dist(x, x0) <p,,, vu E T,(A). (1.5) 
Then there exists a homoclinic motion such that 
lim x(t)= lim x(t)=x,. 
1--t-m I+ +n3 
(1.6) Remark. If V has more than one maximum point the result of 
Theorem (1.4) is in general not true. 
For example, let A be a manifold in R3 such that 
B:=((x,,xz,x,):x3=0,x:+x:<1}c%L, 
and V a function of class C2 such that V(x) < 0 in B and V(x) = 0 in Jl’\B. 
Therefore, any homoclinic orbit, if it exists lies in B and satisfies 
x”(t) = F(x(t)), V’tElR, 
where F= -grad V. 
Now we suppose that 
(i) V is radially symmetric, 
(ii) 0 is the only critical point of V in int(B). 
By (i) it is easy to see that the angular momentum 
M(x)=xxx’ 
is preserved. 
We argue indirectly and we suppose that x(t) is a homoclinic orbit such 
that 
lim x(t) = lim x(t) =x,E~B. 
,--cc I--t +a, 
1 T,(A) denotes the tangent plane to the manifold A$’ at x. 
409/157’2-I8 
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By Definition (1.2) 
lim x’(t)= lim x’(t)=O, 
I-r -% I--r +nc 
and hence M(x(t)) = 0 for every t E [w. 
This implies that x(t) lies on a straight line through the origin, so 
lim x(t) = -x0, 
t-+x: 
and this is a contradiction. 
(1.7) Remark. The assumption (1.5) is satisfied by a generic potential V 
since it holds when x0 is nondegenerate. However, we do not know if it can 
be removed. 
(1.8) Remark. We recall that recently three other papers appeared on 
this subject. Rabinowitz in [3] studied the existence of homoclinic orbits 
on the N-dimensional torus and obtained also a multiplicity result. 
In [ 1 ] Ekeland and Coti Zelati proved the existence of a homoclinic 
orbit of a nonautonomous periodic Hamiltonian system in [W2N. 
In [S] Tanaka proved the existence of a homoclinic orbit in R”‘, in 
presence of a singular energy potential V verifying the strong force condi- 
tion of Gordon and having a unique global maximum. 
2. THE APPROXIMATION SCHEME 
Let A be a compact Riemannian manifold. By a theorem of Whitney, 
we can suppose that A? c [WN for N sufficiently large. 
Let x,EA. We set 
A’(A!)= {yEH’~2(0, 1, [WN):y(t)EA,y(0)=y(l)=x,}. 
It is well known that A’(A) is a Riemannian manifold with tangent plane 
at y given by 
T,A’(Aq= {udP2(0, 1, RN):v(t)E T,,,,(A),V,tE [O, 11, u(0)=v(1)=0} 
and scalar product 
where v, WE T,A’(A) and ( ., .), (XE A) is the Riemannian structure on 
A(cf., e.g., [2]). 
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Let I/E C’(J&*, IX), x0 the only maximum point of V, h= V(X,), and 
s>O. We shall look for critical points for the functional ff~ C*(&, [w) 
given by 
f,(y) = j; ; (~‘2 ~‘)r(r) (h + 8 - V(Y)) dt. (2.1) 
Note that i ( ., . ), (h + E - V(x)) is a Riemannian structure on J%‘. 
A critical point for f, is a curve y E n’(./Z) such that 
(grad f,(r), 0 > = 0, vu E T,(Aq. 
As it is essentially proved in [2] any critical point of ft, y, is a curve of 
class C2 such that y(t) E J%‘, V’t E [0, 11, y(O) = y( 1) =x0 and 
D,W(t)Nh + E - V(Y)) - ((grad V(Y(~)), ~‘(t));,~,, r’(f) 
+ +(Y’, Y’)~(~) grad W(t)) = 0, v’t E [O, 11. (2.2) 
(2.3) Remark. Note that if y verities (2.2) we have 
%Y’, Y’&) (A+&- v(Y))=& v’te co, 11, 
and by the definition off,,c = YE(y). 
In this section we shall prove the following 
(2.4) THEOREM. Let x0 be the only maximum point for V and h = V(x,,). 
Then for every E > 0 there exists ‘Jo E C’( [0, 11, At’) such that 
Y,(O) = YA 1) = x0 
ye verses (2.2), 
0<6<f,(y,)dM< +co, 
where 6 and A4 do not depend on E and f, as defined in (2.1). 
Proof: Consider 
c, = inf (sup .f,), (2.5) 
cat(A)>,2 A 
where A is a subset of A’(d) and cat(A) denotes the Lusternik and 
Schnirelman category of A in the space II ‘(Jz’) (see [4]), i.e., the minimal 
number of closed contractible subset of /f’(A) which cover A. 
It is well known that there are compact subset of JI’(JZ’) such that 
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cat(A) is arbitrarily large. Then there exists ME R+ (independent of E) 
such that 
c,<M. (2.6) 
We claim that there exists 6 > 0 independent of E such that 
.r% := {Y~&of,W6~~ 
is contractible on the constant curve x0. 
In fact let r>O be a constant such that the set 
B(x,, Y) := {x E .k’ : dist(x, x0) < r} 
is contractible on x0, and 
q :=inf{h- V(x): x$B(x,, r/2)} 
which is greater then zero because of our assumptions. 
Now if there exists t E [0, l] such that y(t)$B(x,, v/2), there exists 
to E [0, r[ such that dist(y(t,), x0) = r/2 and y(r) $ B(xO, r/2), Vr E ]to, t]. 
Moreover, 
while 
Wy(t), x0) < (r/2) + Wy(td, y(t)), (2.7) 
Then, by (2.7), if y ~f,6 we have dist(y(t), x0) d (r/2) + ((2/q)~?)“~. 
At this point if we have ((2/~)6)“~ < (r/2), ff is contractible to the 
constant curve x0. Therefore if cat(A) > 2, supA fE >, 6 and 
c, B 6. (2.8) 
Now since h + E - V(x) > E > 0 for every x E 4, using standard argument 
(see, e.g., [2]) it is possible to prove that f, satisfies the Palais-Smale con- 
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dition (i.e., every sequence yn such that f,(r,,) + c E R and grad f,(v,) + 0 
has a converging subsequence). 
Then c, defined by (2.5) is a critical level forf,,’ and by (2.6) and (2.8) 
we obtain the proof of (2.4). 1 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM (1.4) 
Let VE C*(&‘, R) and x0 be the only maximum point of V and suppose 
that (1.5) holds. Let NE N such that AC RN, and 1 1 the norm in RN. 
According to the notation (1.3) if g(x) = 4 Ix -x01’ we have 
ffg(x)C~l= Id*> VXEA, v’o E L(Jo, 
so, by (1.5), the function V,(x) = V(x) - (e/2) ix-x0/* (with E > 0) is such 
that 
%&4C~l d --6 b12, Vx: dist(x, x0) 6 po, VVE T,(.M). (3.1) 
Since x0 is the only maximum point for the function V, (with value h) 
by Theorem (2.4) there exists y, E Cz( [0, 11, A) such that 
y,(O) = YF( 1) = so, (3.21 
D,(~k(f))(h + 8 - V,(y,(t))) - (Wad V,(y,(t)), yXt)),,d AAt) 
+ i (rl, Y:: )7Fc,l grad v,(u,At)) = 0, V’tE co, 11, (3.3) 
+64> Y::)y#, (A + E - VF(Y,)) = c, E Ch Ml, (3.4) 
where 0 < 6 < A4 < + co are independent of E E 10, 11.’ 
Let 
t,(s) the inverse of s,( I), 
x,(s) = I/,(r,b)). 
It is not difficult to see that x, satisfies the equations 
D,(xXs)) + grad VAX,(S)) = 0, 
;<x:, 4Lp(,)=h+E- vAr,)> \JSG co, %(l)l> 
(3.5) 
* That is, there exists 8 critical point y, such that f$(rJ = c, 
’ The estimate for c, independently of E can be obtained as in Theorem (2.4), where the case 
V, = V is considered. 
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and obviously 
x,(O) = -a,(1 )I = x0. 
Moreover, by the definition of s,(t) and (3.4), we have 
j’ll)(h+c- V,(x,:))ds=~aJM. 
0 
(3.6) 
Now observe that the function 
V,:(J) = h + E - ve(Xe(S)) 
satisfies 
v:‘(s) = -~v,(x,N4, 4) + <grad ~,b,(s)), grad ~,(x,(~))),~w >0 
if (x,(s), x:(s)) E ((B(x,, po) x RN)\{ (x0, O)}}, where p. is defined at (1.5). 
Moreover by virtue of Theorem (2.4) and the definition of x, we have 
x,(s) f x0, while grad V,(xo) = 0 implies q:(O) = cp:(s,( 1)) = 0. Therefore, 
for every p < p. there exist two instants CC, and PI: such that 
dist(x,(d, x0) = dWx,(8,), x0) = P 
dist(x,(t), x0) <P, v’t E co, %C, 
dist(x,(z 1, x0) < P, VTE lb,> J,(l)l. 
Then there exists an interval [a,, h,] c [0, s,(l)] such that 
dist(x,(a,), x0) = dist(x,(h,), x0) = p/2, (3.7) 
dist(x,(z), x0) > p/Z VT E [a,, b,l. (3.8) 
32, E Ca,, b,l : dist(x,(~,h x0) = P. (3.9) 
Note that if S = ~up.~~,~ (h + 1 - V(x)) we have 
P/Z d distMa,L x,(~,:)) 
> 
112 
d (Xl? x:: > ‘;Cr,,) dz
I!2 
= (h + e - v-,(x,)) ds (by (3.5)) 
112 
< = ((z,-ue)s)~‘2d ((h,-a,)Sp2. 
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Then 
inf (b, - u,) > 0. (3.10) 
Now consider the curve 
XE(~,h vt <u, 
a,(t) = x,(f), v’t E C&3 hcl. 
x,(b, 1, Vt>b,. 
ZE is bounded in H,‘;,!(R, RN), then there exists a sequence .zk -+ 0 such 
that K, converges in LEc([w, RN) to a curve x, E C”(R, k’). 
Now, by (3.6), b, - a, is bounded independently of E. Then, by (3.10) up 
to a translation of the parameter t, there exists a subsequence CL of ,sk such 
that a,:-+~,, b,:-+b,, b,>O>a,. 
In particular 
xl E C*(la,, b,C, A), 
D,(x’,(t)) + grad P’(x,(t)) =O, Vre la,, b,C, 
wlw> x;(t)).x,(,,=h- e,(l))> V’t~lu,, b,[, 
dist(x,(u,), x0) = dist(x,(b,), x0) = p/2, 
3s, E ]a,, b, [ : dist(x,(r,), x0) = p, 
dist(x,(t), x0) 3 p/2, VtE [a,, b,l. 
Analogously, we can prove the existence of an interval [a,, b2] ;> 
[a,, b2] and a curve x2 E C2(]a2, b,[, JV) such that 
x*(t) =x,(t), \Jte [a,, b,l, 
x2~ C*(la,, b,C, ~0 
~,(xi(t)) + grad Vx,(t)) = 0, VtE la,, hC, 
; (4(t), X;(t) &(1) = h - v(x,(t)), ‘dt E la,, b,C, . 
dist(x,(u,), x,,) = dist(x2(b2), x0) = p/3, 
dist(x,(t), x0) 2 p/3, vt E [a,, blr 
and so on. 
Since dist(x,(u,), x0) k’ 0 and dist(xk(bk), x0) 7 0 by the uniqueness 
of the Cauchy problem 
D,(x’(t)) + grad V(x(t)) = 0 
-4rl.J = x0, x’( to) = 0, 
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we obtain ak y -cc and bk 7 + co and xk converges in Cf,, to a 
curve x E C’( R, A’) such that 
D,(x’(t)) + grad V(x(t)) = 0, VteR, (3.11) 
and 
i (x’, x’)x(I) = h - V(x), VtER. (3.12) 
Moreover by (3.6) we have 
s += (h- V(x))d.s< +co. (3.13) -* 
Then, by virtue of (3.13) and (3.12), using the same arguments of 
[S, Proposition (3.2)], we see that 
lim x(t)= lim x(t)=x, 
,+-co 1* +3c 
and 
lim x’(t)= lim x’(t)=O, 
1--t --x1 I--r +m 
and this complete the proof of Theorem (1.4). 1 
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